Providing sustained transgene induction through affinity-based drug delivery.
Small molecule drug activators of gene expression have been used in applications ranging from gene therapy, to tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. One concern is that for sustained gene expression, a long-term, controlled delivery system is needed. Insoluble polymers containing a high proportion of cyclodextrin (CD) affinity groups have been shown to prolong drug delivery far beyond that capable of polymers relying on diffusion alone. In this study we evaluate the capacity of such polymers to deliver the transgene inducer doxycycline. Our results show that initial drug loading is proportional to affinity, with ∼8% loading in high-affinity γ-CD polymers; ∼7% loading in moderate-affinity β-CD polymers; and only ∼4.5% loading in the non-affinity control polymer made from linear dextran. When release aliquots from these polymers were incubated with cells genetically modified for inducible transgene expression we observed activation of transgene expression for up to three weeks from samples released by affinity-based polymers. We showed that drug stability is maintained over the course of the study using a bacterial zone of inhibition assay where again affinity-based polymers show sustained availability of drug, weeks longer than non-affinity controls. Lastly we provide theoretical calculations of strength of binding interactions between cyclodextrins and many additional transgene inducers demonstrating the broad utility of this delivery platform.